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Writing Wrongs
The U.S. Press and the War in Iraq
A Belle Zeller Lecture

Gary Younge is the Belle Zeller visiting professor of Social Policy and Public Administration. An award-winning New York-based columnist for The Guardian and The Nation, he recently won the prestigious James Cameron Award in Britain for his combined moral vision and professional integrity. Born In England to Barbadian parents he has lived in Brooklyn for seven years with his wife Tara and his son. He has written two books, No Place Like Home: a Black Briton’s Journey Through the Deep South and Stranger in a Strange Land: Encounters in the Disunited States. His next book: Who Are We, and Why Does it Matter in the 21st Century? comes out in June. He has reported extensively from the United States, South Africa and throughout Europe during his career as well as presenting several television and radio documentaries on a wide range of topics. His work has also appeared in the Los Angeles Times, GQ Style, Gay Times, The Evening Standard and Hello! In 1996 he was seconded to the Washington Post after being awarded the Lawrence Stern fellowship.
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